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Recently, migration policies have been increasingly framed under the notion of risk. For instance1, the Migration 

Policy Institute suggests a more efficient allocation of regulatory resources in the migration domain could be 

achieved with risk-based calculations of probability and impact of various “immigration harms”. In Europe, 

FRONTEX already issues such risk analyses annually as ‘rational’ scientific foundations for the design of its 

interventions. These are just two examples of an observable mainstreaming of risk as a governance tool in 

migration policy-making. Underpinned is the understanding that risk is no real thing itself but serves as a useful 

heuristic that policy-makers can apply to any imaginable event in order to calculate what could happen. Risk 

analysis then enables decisions about eventualities with a view of taming uncertainty in the most beneficial way: 

“Thinking about risks helps … [policy-makers] to select the option that promises at least a marginal surplus benefit 

compared with all other available options.”2 Nurtured by this selectivity promise, recent studies have explained 

policymakers’ attraction to so-called “risk-based” policy-making3. Risk tools promise a rationalised allocation of 

scarce resources to desired ends by intervening only in the riskiest phenomena and events, i.e. those with a 

particularly high product of probability and impact of a harm occurring.  

Irrespective of their political promotion by EU agencies and consulting bodies such as the OECD or the MPI, 

scholarly attention to how risk heuristics may impact the migration policy domain seems rather scarce and 

eclectic4. This panel seeks to gather contributions which address turns to risk-based migration policies in Europe 

conceptually and/or empirically. Among others, the following questions should be addressed: What actors promote 

risk-based migration policies and why? To what extent can we observe policy transfers, for example in relation to 

the EU’s ‘systematic approach to risk’ in its environmental policy agenda? What structures, institutions or actors 

drive/hinder the (comparative) adoption of risk tools? Can we observe the emergence of new actors, institutions or 

social relations with the emphasis on risk rationalisations, and if so, to what effect for migration policies? How do 

distinct policy legacies shape definitions of migration risks and the associated interventions? Which externalities 

do risk-based migration policies create in their calculus of harms? How do observable risk heuristics advance, 

challenge, or compete with our understanding of migration policies, integration, and citizenship in Europe?  

Please send abstracts of no more than 300 words to Regine by 29 August 2014. If you are interested in co-

chairing or discussing this panel in Paris, please indicate so in your abstract. I am excited about your submissions! 
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